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The paper reports on analytical and numerical •methods
of calculation of the energy and three'dimensional EPS
characteristics, The angUlar and lateral functions of elec-
trons in EPS have been obtained to the Landau and small _

angle .approximations A and B and compared with the earlier
data /1,2/. A numerical method of solution •of cascade equa-
tions for the EPS distribution function moments has been
constructed. _Considering the+equilibrium rms angle as an
example, we analyse errors appearing when approximating the
elementary process cross sections by their asymptotic ex-
pre ssions.

I.Au.alyt!cal method of solut.ion of a lateral _pr0.blem
for EPS_ In /3/, an analytical method _'osolve ajoint

equations for the electron LOP in EPS has been proposed.
The method allowed obtaining the accurate moments of LDP
and the function itself. The energy-integral LDP •being rep-
resented as the Mellin inverse transformation

>- 3t--+ _ - ',, ",_ ',,- X,,L,:._+,: (I)N(B°, _-,+,5")=+-_;-5.+t+IE.+l_3+ +,l_+')_ _,.,,(..':-+,s) ,
where_:3m/m+ the structure function can be presented as the
infinite power series +,

_._Cs,,_').=p,.,_,,.(p_+,)_p(,,,,).._(pC,..>_ p(o)+,,, , (2)is written in the form of a linear combination of the

Meier G-functions z_ _o I aP(_)_(3-_.p+-"+>_c''-.':',: ° +)C+..,;
where s is the shower age parameter,.t_e fi_st!2_+2 lateral
moments of the function transform, N _n_, identically coin--
cide with exact function moments, .....

Proceeding from the properties of Meier G-functions,/_/;
one can determine the asymptotic behaviour of P.zat small
and large core distances

•v @0

t++..,,,__,+.... _ +2+._,.+_a+,,_2.-.+,.+_+; _-+'i +.+--(4)+++-oP,,_... +l+ +

2.Asymptotic method of Calculation of the EPSlateral-
_lar functions. The method proposed consists in reduc-
ingthe solution for angular and lateral functions to a
(3)-._typecontour integral based on the known asymptotics
of the solution and calculation of thelatter by a saddle-
point method. The angular and lateral parts of a cascade
equation solution in approximation A can be presented in
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form 121 eE "_PI

The asymptotics of angular and lateral functions(5) at p._
(z_) and t>>l reads, respectively

_(_,_O_.r(P+_)_(_) -_p , .'r_z_.C_,s)_r(sp_)a_6)'_. _ (6)
In the region Rep,O(z,O)the energy-integral angular and la-
teral distribution functions have the closed singularities
11p+1,lip+s/2 (7)
Patching of the two asymptotics for the angular and lateral
functions yields, respectively: -2_,

r6_/=? F('S)
The integral in (5) is then represented as a product of sln-
gularities by some function G(p,s) without singularities in
the region -s/2 _Rep-_.

The function G(p,s) is developed into Taylour series in
the vicinity of a poin_ Pc ._

c=.(_)= _(_,,,_s),,(,,.-,_,,)_ (_o?.,(p-_)_ _ _o)+... • (9)
and a _termwith the first derivative G(po) is requiredto be
zero, _rom this condition we find a point "Pc" and calculate
integrals (5):

p(:e:R,., °)
where

.= ' o ("e)

The expression for the angular part of the distribution fun-
ction at G =I coincides with the Beler_ky's function/I/. How-
ever, in the expression for _e6)in /I/8_/A at A_-X,(_).In the

dence o first momes_resentfcase'a_Cs)isndetermined from the condition of coinci-t of angular distribution function (9)
with a point. If the functions are normalized to the first
moment, an accuracy of the functions obtained from (9) is
considerably better, and in the core approximation region
(z,O) these functions practically coincide. At -s/2 _ p< 3
G_(p)~1, and the term with second derivative is negligible.

" • parameter _(_)for the lateral distribution function is de-
termined from a condition of coincidence of the second mo-
ments with a point and approximation function. In the into-

. ger points(p=n) the function G(n,s,t) is thought to be known,

Ince the lateral function moments in approximation A are
nown. n a wide range of the variable -s/2-po<3,@,(_}varies

pligehtlYte_dlad _e_ri_u__ho6n_(_u}Cac_ibe_lwe _t_d_bleN2 s__
ra's calculations /2/. W_thin 5"10%, even zero approximati-
on yields good results. The lateral-angular dlstribu_ions
can be similarly construSted in cascade theory approxima-
tion .151.

3. Numerical method of solution of cascade theory _roblems
for EPC. To solve analytically the cascade theory problems,
"simpl%fied expressions for elementary process cross secti-
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ons are used. The influence of these simplifications on the
results of calculations is conslderedforam "equilibrium"

rms angle. A numerical

,., ZA_'_A_ //"_% method of cascade equa-

APPROXIMATION 1/4 I tion solution has been
,_ /"%.I reported in /6/. ' For

'" %// t _h°wers induced _n lead
and air by a primary

,., electron, Pig.1 shows
_ the rms angles of elec-

,.0 irons, .....(see the dash-

/ ed curVes) devided by
/

/ / the Landau smalytical
// expressions /7/ for

these magaitudes( see/

/ their table below the• I'_, figure).'The top of
Fig.1 presents the va"

/ lues of _..Obtalned for

/ E, Mev scatterin_'deScribed in

(_/ the Landau apprOxima-'_ tion, in the s_andard

.... theory approximation A_(" . -_ and in approximatlonC

I o., I _ on loSses, realisticI_ _// \ allowing for _onizati-
k._ _AZz_Fzc expressions for brems-

o., _JcRIPTION strahlUng and pair pro-
. OF" _6ATT[RIN6 duction cross sections

z and theCompton__effect.
/_E o.s o., o., o.o5 o.o, The values of _-_:.rob-

I_/_ o., o., o._ o.o, o.o, rained to Approximation
Pig.1 .... O for air and lead con-

.... siderab_y differ from
those in Approximation A and from each other. At the bottom
of Fig.l, the curves Calculated to ApproximationA for scat-
taring described realistically are shown- the Thomas-Fermi
equation was taken to present atomic potential, a nucleus
being considered to be a uniformly charged sphere.iBy com-
paring these curves with curves (A)at Zhe figure top a
physical accuracy of the Landau approximation can be estl-
mated. On the whole, it can be stated that the differential
angular characteristics are sensitlvetothe details of a
description of elementaryinteractions in the energyrange,
where their cross section dlflers from the asymptotic
values.
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Table 1
The ratio of moments of exact _ud approximate function for
normalization to the first moment and at

s 0.6 ='1 ,s =2
1 1 0.82 1 0.87 1 0.95
2 0.90 0.60 0.92 0.67 0.96 0.83
3 0.82 0.41 0.87 0.48 0.90 0.60

Table 2
The EPS lateral function in cascade theory Approximation A.
Comparison with the Nish_ura-Kamata's Calculation /2/ for
the zero approximation, parameter O_t_Jbeing normalized to
the second moment

JL , , . i i l i ._, L .,,, t ,,,, ,, J , .J t

S_ 0 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0
. ...... m. t ., J i

0.6 0,38 0.33 0.26 0.15 --- 0.04 0.00006
0.38 0.34 0.27 0.17 0.05 0.04 0.00009

I 1.12 0.91 0.71 0.4 --- 0.017 0.00050
1.01 0.91 0.70 0.38 0.15 0.0.19 0.00065

2 5 1.8 1.31 0.72 --- 0.038 0.0016
1.4 2:5 1.9 1.35 0.69 0.27 0.041 0.001.9

0.53 3.0 1.9 0.94 --- 0.060 0.0040
0.54 2.7 1.8 0.99 0.37 0.060 0.0037

tl L ,. i i J _ , J.L




